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Using phasor representation:
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Model definition
Thermal impedance
























- division by dissipated power P
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Exact calculations
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Green’s function:
For distributed heat source:
superposition
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source
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Exact calculations
Multiple reflection technique
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average
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17Fixed-angle dynamic heat spreading model
► calculation of sufficient number (N) of impedance
points over wide frequency range (logarithmic
distribution, 10 points per decade)
► error function:
(i) =  evaluated at i-th frequency
Exact calculations
Model validation
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Results
Model validation: error curves










e(φopt) ranges between 0.8% and 5.4%
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Results
Thermal impedance plots (1)
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Results
Thermal impedance plots (2)
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Results
Step response
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Results
Transient heating curves
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Results
Thermal rise time - denormalized
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Results
Global recipe & case study
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Anisotropic substrates
Why?
- Inherent property of certain materials
- Thermal engineering: preferential heat flow





Al or Cu matrix
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► 3D isotropic heat equation (phasor notation):
► if kxy ≠ kz:
► coordinate transformation:
► Now choose β such that
Anisotropic substrates
Mathematical treatment (1)
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► “anisotropy factor”
► transformation of boundary conditions:
Anisotropic substrates
Mathematical treatment (2)













































Multiply dissipated power (and
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► temperature distribution in an anisotropic
(kxy,kz) substrate with thickness ts
=
β times the temperature in an isotropic
(kxy) substrate with thickness β ts.
► (!!!) keep factor β in Zth : related to original source
► Hence:
► (!!!) Don’t forget to reinterpret normalization values
Anisotropic substrates
Model modification
( ) ( ) ( )βλφ=φφβλ⋅β=φλ optthth 'with',Z~,'Z~
( ) ( )βλ=λ riserise t~'t~
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►
► intuitive expectations (based on 1-D viewpoint)
Anisotropic substrates




































“anistropic: β times temp.
in isotropic substrate





k = kxy = constant
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Anisotropic substrates
Rth @ constant kxy: results
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Anisotropic substrates
Rth @ constant kxy: analysis
THIN SUBSTRATES THICK SUBSTRATES
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Anisotropic substrates






























k = kxy = 
constant
► temperature distribution in an anisotropic
(kxy,kz) substrate with thickness ts
=
β times the temperature in an isotropic
(kxy) substrate with thickness β ts.
no influence on trise: time scale unaltered
( ) ( )βλ=λ riserise t~'t~ k tC2t 2sv0 π=
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Anisotropic substrates
trise @ constant kxy: results
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Anisotropic substrates
trise @ constant kxy: analysis (1)
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► OTHER CASES: physical explanation not 
straightforward at all
► thermal diffusion characterized by whole spectrum of 
time constants (even for 1-D heat flow)
► trouble:
– fitting with single exponential impossible if no 
dominant time constant
– Cequiv not directly proportional to material volume
– …
Anisotropic substrates
trise @ constant kxy: analysis (2)
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► dynamic fixed-angle heat spreading model
► extends numerous works for steady state
► frequency domain representation (Zth) & step response
► error < 5% if appropriate spreading angle chosen
► simple expressions for φopt & trise
► valid for wide range of thicknesses (λ = 0.1 … 10)
► can be applied for anisotropic materials
► effect of anisotropy quantified by β + physically explained
► allows quick yet accurate estimation of time-dependent
thermal behaviour
Conclusions
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